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The two stars are known as Zeta-1 and Zeta-2 Reticuli -- or together as simply Zeta Reticuli. They are each
5th magnitude stars -- barely visible to the unaided eye -- located in the obscure Southern constellation
Reticulum. This southerly sky location makes Zeta Reticuli invisible to observers north of Mexico City's
latitude.
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Zeta Reticuli And Anunnaki Descendants Among Us.
Who Are They?: Hybrids And Genetically Created Humans Who Are Ruling The Earth at Amazon.com. Read
honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
Amazon.com: Customer reviews: Zeta Reticuli And Anunnaki
A couple of months ago I was agreeably surprised by new books written by Maximillien de Lafayette. Dr. de
Lafayette is a well-known scholar, jurist, linguist, and author, whose books I have read with pleasure and
interest for over twenty five years, in three languages.
Zeta Reticuli And Anunnaki Descendants Among - amazon.com
Heads of states & presidents listed as descendants of aliens living among us, naming names based upon
public statements by top scientists from Hangar 18, Area 51 & secret US-Alien military bases. Genetic
creation of the human race by the Anunnaki & the interaction of government with aliens from Zeta Reticuli.
ZETA RETICULI AND ANUNNAKI DESCENDANTS... book by Jean
Secret Journey to Planet Serpo is a true Story of Interplanetary Travel. It d ocuments how 12 people, as part
of a top-secret U.S. government program, traveled to the planet Serpo and lived there for 13 years. It is
based on the debriefing of the Serpo team and the diary of the expeditionâ€™s commander and explains
how the aliens helped us reverse-engineer their antigravity spacecraft and ...
SERPO ETS GAVE U.S. AKASHIC RECORD READER: THE YELLOW BOOK
They have been known to play dress up as the Zeta Reticuli and do things like perform cattle mutilations and
abductions. They seek to ruin the name of the Zeta Reticuli as the Zeta Reticuli (Greys) are trying to study
surface Earth humans (Maybe even inner Earth humans as well?) and also with to help us with their love.
The Anunnaki - THINK ABOUTIT'S ALIEN TYPE SUMMARY
Para mi este tema en muchas partes, es convincente pero ya saben cada quien es libre de pensar lo que
quiera yo solo estoy expresando mi punto de vista ustedes saquen sus propias conclusiones ...
Amenaza Reptiliana, Anunnaki, Zeta reticuli e Illuminatis
Zeta Reticuli (Zeta Ret, Î¶ Reticuli, Î¶ Ret) is a wide binary star system in the southern constellation of
Reticulum. From the southern hemisphere the pair can be seen as a naked eye double star in very dark
skies.
Zeta Reticuli - Wikipedia
â†‘ 2.0 2.1 2.2 PDF, Alien Races, p. 62-64 â†‘ Bob Lazar claims that he was given briefing documents
describing historical involvement by extraterrestrial beings from Zeta Reticuli, with Earth for the past 10,000
years. (Frank B. Salisbury (2010).
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This site is intended to facilitate the gradual release of confidential documents pertaining to a top secret
exchange program of twelve US military personnel to Serpo, a planet of Zeta Reticuli, between the years
1965-78.
Serpo Release 34d - The Zeta Reticuli Exchange Program
Fishâ€™s Zeta Reticuli Interpretation, articles featuring decadeâ€™s old information that is badly outdated.
My goal is to update people on her theory. The abduction story of Betty and Barney Hill is extensive, and I
fully recommend John Fullerâ€™s book: The Interrupted Journey-Two Lost Hours Aboard a Flying Saucer.
Betty Hillâ€™s Alien Star Map and Marjorie Fishâ€™s Zeta
Zeta Reticuli, a Star Map and the Greys By Steve Pearse Part I of II Edited by Global ET Research. This
article is about the abduction of Betty and Barney Hill, the star map that Betty Hill drew, and the Zeta Reticuli
version of the star map that was created by Marjorie Fish. Ms. Fish was a third grade elementary school
teacher who made a valiant attempt to break the secrets of a star map that ...
Zeta Reticuli Star Map and The Greys 2018 - alienjigsaw.com
The Zeta Reticuli Incident; The View From Zeta Reticuli. Commentary - Editorâ€™s Preface. The Age of
Nearby Stars. Pattern Recognition and Zeta Reticuli; Is the Fish Interpretation Unique? Zeta Reticuli - A Rare
System. Center for UFO Studies Established. Related Reports.
The Zeta Reticuli Incident - bibliotecapleyades.net
Thoth-Enki-Zephelium (Zeta-Reticuli-Amealian-Anunnaki) hominid hybrid Nibiru Kurrendara Orange Zeta
(Dracos-Anunnaki-Zeta Rigelian hybrid) Nibiru. Adalphi Blue Zeta (Andromie-Necromiton- Zeta-Rigelian
hybrid) Alpheratz Andromeda.
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